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Kalamazoo Friends Meeting Retreat      September 6-12 
 
 
READING 
 
The title of this year’s retreat is “Spiritual Gifts and Covenant Community.”  What do those words 
mean? 
 
A spiritual gift is a quality given to us from God.  Every person has spiritual gifts.  They are things that 
we are able to do, things that might even seem like they come naturally.  People who take joy in doing 
things for others might have a gift of service.  People who love to organize things might have a gift of 
administration.  People who often pray for others might have a gift of intercession.  There are many 
gifts.  During our retreat, we’ll spend time thinking about twenty-five different spiritual gifts, using 
materials originally developed by a Friend named Jan Wood.  If you want, you can read more of her 
materials here and get a head start: https://goodnewsassoc.org/associates/jan-wood/spiritual-gifts-
resources/ 
 
Spiritual gifts are not the same as talents, although talents are wonderful too.  For example, someone 
might be a talented artist.  A talented artist with a spiritual gift of teaching might use their talent to 
teach others how to paint.  A talented artist with a spiritual gift of prophecy might use their talent to 
draw a comic book with a powerful message about social justice.  And a talented artist with a spiritual 
gift of giving might make small sculptures as presents for residents of a nursing home. 
 
They key is that our spiritual gifts are not for us.  Our spiritual gifts are for other people—for the 
community.  We all belong to multiple communities.  God gives spiritual gifts to individuals, but they 
are really meant for the community, and when we work together, every community has all the spiritual 
gifts it needs for whatever God needs that community to do. 
 
Some communities are covenant communities.  These are groups of people who have made a mutual 
promise to work together to be faithful to God.  Quaker meetings are one example of a covenant 
community, but there are others.  Working together to be faithful to God requires us to recognize and 
develop one another’s spiritual gifts.  We’ll be talking a lot during this retreat about how we do that. 
 
 
QUERIES 
 
How is a spiritual gift different from a regular gift, like something someone might give you for your 
birthday?   
 
How many different communities can you name that you are part of?  Can you see how different 
people’s spiritual gifts work together in those communities? 
 
Can you think of some examples of covenant communities? 
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ACTIVITY 
 
As an individual, a family, or a group, try making something to eat that you particularly love.  As an 
example, I’m going to talk about apple pie, but you could pick any dish that has multiple ingredients.  
Think of the ingredients as spiritual gifts; think of the whole recipe as the faithful work of a covenant 
community. 
 
As you prepare your recipe, you might think or talk about some of these questions: 
 
What makes us love this dish so much?  (Apple pie is sweet; it has a nice texture; I have good memories 
about it.) 
 
What would happen if one ingredient got left out?  (If the crust had no butter, it might fall apart.  If it 
had no apples, it would be sort of like sweet bread.) 
 
What ingredients might make it even better?  (Apple pie with some blueberries added could be 
delicious!) 
 
Are there ingredients that do not belong in this recipe?  (Even though I love chocolate, I probably 
would not add it to an apple pie.) 
 
If the ingredients are spiritual gifts and the whole recipe is the faithful work of a covenant community, 
what represents God or Spirit in this metaphor? 
 
What else does preparing this food make us think of?  How can we use it to learn about spiritual gifts 
and covenant community? 


